
For this car free itinerary from Eupen to Liège, we're heading to

the East, alternating between Vesdre and gourmet pleasures.

This itinerary starts and finishes at a train station. Between the two,

other train stations where you will jump off then walk or cycle. Plan

this nature escape as you wish: sport or relaxed pace, visits,

spending the night somewhere on the way...
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How does it work?

https://visitwallonia.com/en-gb/file/36629


This several days adventure between the Eastern Cantons and the

town of Liège, a multilingual region, hilly, rich in history... and quite

close to Germany and the Netherlands.

Start in Eupen, the capital of the German-speaking community in

Belgium, with its many historical monuments, a surprising nature

setting an excellent dishes. The Eupen lake and dam, also

known Vesdre dam offer an exceptional panorama.

After a few kilometres in the Eastern Cantons, discover the Pays de

Herve, renown for its delicious specialities such as the local cheese,

apple and pear syrup and beers. The former rail tracks (now

called Line 38) are of real importance here. You can cycle all the

way to Liège on it! If you prefer to walk, head towards the Vesdre

valley and the curiosities of its industrial past.

Finish our walk along the river in Chaudfondtaine - don't forget to

go and see the 4D exhibition on the extraordinary journey of a

drop of water at Source O Rama. Next is a bike ride to Liège, a

dynamic town, perfect if you fancy staying a little longer.

 

 

 

The itinerary

https://visitwallonia.com/en-gb/file/36629
https://visitwallonia.com/en-gb/3/where-to-go/walloon-towns-and-cities/liege
https://visitwallonia.com/en-gb/produit/attractions/activites/monument/vesdre-dam-in-eupen/8180
https://visitwallonia.com/en-gb/content/waterhouse-source-o-rama-chaudfontaine


The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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